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Abstract. In this paper we present an interface system for the control of mobile
devices based on motion and using existing camera technology. In this system
the user can control the phone’s functions by performing a series of motions with
the camera and each command is defined by a unique series of these motions.
A sequence of motion features is produced using the phone’s camera and these
characterise the translation motion of the phone. These sequences of motion features are classified using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). In order to improve
the robustness of the system the results of this classification are then filtered using a likelihood ratio and the entropy of the sequence to reject possibly incorrect
sequences. When tested on 570 previously unseen motion sequences the system
incorrectly classified only 5 sequences.

1 Introduction
Control of mobile phones is a difficult and challenging problem, given the small size
of the device. Traditional input devices, such as keyboards, or screen based interfaces,
such as a mouse, are not generally practical. With these constraints the input of complex
commands to the device is difficult. Ideally an input system should not require any
additional hardware to be fitted to existing phone and should instead be capable of
using the phone’s existing hardware.
Given the prevalence of mobile phones fitted with cameras and some processing
capability, we propose a solution using the phone’s camera and implemented in software
that could be retro-fitted to most existing phones. In this system the user can operate
the phone through a series of hand movements whilst holding the phone. During these
movements the phone’s camera is used to record the ego-motion of the camera. This
motion is modelled and the parameters of this motion model are extracted as features.
So these motion features characterise the motions of the user’s hand. The motion feature
sequences are modelled with Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). An HMM is a statistical
model that is capable of representing temporal relations in sequences of data. Each
HMM produces a likelihood of a particular command given the input feature sequence.
In order to improve the initial classification we use a two-level filtering of the result. The first level of filtering is based on the likelihood ratio between the most likely
command and the second most likely command. This ratio can be seen as a confidence
measure of the classification result. If this ratio is below a certain predefined threshold
then the confidence in the result is low and the sequence is rejected.
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A second level of filtering is employed to reject unintentional or accidental sequences, such as when the input system is activated without the user’s knowledge or the
user loses control of the phone for some reason. It is important that these unintended
commands are not recognised and executed as real commands.
An alternative solution for estimating the device motion could be based on special
motion sensors such as accelerometers. However, there is a need to install external sensors. Today, computer vision is a more natural choice, because current mobile phones
are often equipped with cameras that can provide visual input for estimating motion.
Prior work on vision based user interfaces for mobile phones has mainly focused
on browsing and navigation on the display. This is also a rather new application field
and there are few solutions available so far. Möhring et al. [9] presented a tracking
system for estimating 3-D camera pose using special colour coded markers. The frame
rate, including marker detection, barcode reading and rendering is about 5 fps. Rohs
[13] used a block matching based technique to measure the relative x, y, and rotational
motion. The frame rate of the algorithm was about 5 fps. Drab et al. [3] use a method
called projection shift analysis to measure the x- and y- motion of the device. Recently,
Haro et al. [6] proposed a feature based tracking system in order to determine scroll
direction and magnitude. Their method uses motion magnitude for zooming. Unlike the
other methods presented here, our motion estimation method allows the estimation the
of the camera rotation as well as the lateral motion. Our solution is also efficient and
provide frame rate of 10 fps.
We wish to emphasise the point here that our goal is to create a general solution
to this problem rather than tailoring the solution for a particular user. So in our system
after the initial training, no parameters need to be adjusted for each user. This goal is
reflected by the fact that the data used for training is collected from completely different
users from the data used to test the system.

2 Feature extraction
In this section, our method for estimating the global motion of a mobile phone is
briefly reviewed [5]. Global motion refers to the apparent dominant 2-D motion between frames, which can be approximated by some parameterised flow field model
[10]. Our method for estimating such models has two main phases. In the first phase,
the motion of the selected features and related uncertainty is analysed, and in the second phase, outliers are removed and the results are used for obtaining parametric global
motion estimates.
2.1 Feature motion analysis
In the feature motion analysis phase, good features from the scene is first selected.
Various criteria for the feature selection have been proposed, and they typically analyse
the richness of texture within a small image window [16]. In our approach, the spatial
gradient is evaluated in horizontal and vertical directions for each image region Bi in
the obtained image. Each image region Bi contains M by M pixels (e.g. M
). The
sum of gradient values G Bi is used as a criterion. In order to distribute features over
the image, the central image region is divided into N smaller rectangular subregions
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(e.g. N
), and one feature block which maximizes the measure is selected from
each region (see Fig. 1). For our computational platform, such a straightforward scheme
is well suited. It must be noted that a subregion may not contain any good features, or it
might contain only straight edges. The estimation of feature motion may therefore suffer
from the aperture problem. In order to alleviate this problem, uncertainty in feature
motion estimates is analysed and used in global motion estimation.

Fig. 1. Motion estimation principle. Left: feature selection, right: local motion features.

In order to determine displacements of selected feature blocks, exhaustive evaluation of a sum of squared differences (SSD) block matching measure, D v Bi , is
performed over a suitable range of integer displacements in x- and y-directions (e.g.
-12...+12). The displacement v that minimizes the criterion is used as the displacement estimate v i . Uncertainty of this estimate is analysed by performing gradient-based
thresholding for the motion profile. Moments of the thresholding results provide a 
covariance matrix C i (error ellipses), which represents the local motion uncertainty.
Computation of C i is based on an analysis where we select motion candidates, which
possibly have the true motion in their vicinity. For selection, we use the block gradient measures computed in the previous step for thresholding the SSD values of motion
candidates. The rule for determining the set of proper candidates, Vi , is of the form

(; )
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= fv j D(v; Bi )  k1 G(Bi ) + k2 g,
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where k1 and k2 are some fixed parameters [14]. Once Vi has been determined, the
confidence of the feature motion estimate is summarised as a covariance matrix
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where v ;i denotes the centroid of Vi and I is a  identity matrix. The resulting
covariance matrices are illustrated as green ellipses in Fig. 1.
2.2 Global motion analysis
As a result of the feature motion analysis phase, we have a set of feature motions represented by triplets Fi
pi ; di ; C i , i
; :::; N . In the second phase, global motion
is estimated using this information. We use a four parameter similarity motion model
which represents the displacement d of a feature located at p
x; y T using
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where 
1 ; 2 ; 3 ; 4 T is a vector of model parameters and H p is an observation
matrix. Here, 1 and 2 are related to common translational motion, and 3 and 4
encode information about 2-D rotation  and scaling s, 3
s

and 4
s
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Outlier analysis The purpose of outlier analysis is to discard those feature motion
measurements that might be harmful. For example, feature motion estimates might be
erroneous due to image noise, or there might be several independent motions in the
scene. We assume that the majority of features are associated with the global motion
we want to estimate. In order to select inlier features, a method similar to the RANSAC
[4] is used. In our approach, pairs of features Fi are chosen for instantiating motion
model hypotheses, which are then voted for by other features. The hypothesis that gets
the most support is considered to be close to the dominant global motion and is used
for selecting the inlier features. Motion hypothesis k;l for a feature pair Fk ; Fl is
generated by solving a system of equations, which is based on (3). As the number of
features can be relatively small, we generate and evaluate hypotheses for all feature
combinations.
Let us denote with i k;l the number of votes that a feature Fi gives to the hypothesis k;l . The covariance matrix C i associated with the feature Fi provides information
about the feature motion uncertainty in different directions. It is therefore reasonable
to base the calculation of i  k;l on the Mahalanobis distance between the estimated
displacement, di , and hypothesized displacement d  k;l ; pi given by (3). In order to
simplify calculations, we use the squared Mahalanobis distance
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d( k;l ; pi ). Using this distance, the number of votes is computed
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where Tv is a user-defined threshold
(in our experiments, Tv
: ). The hypothesis
P
k;l that maximizes the sum N


is
used
for
selecting
features
Fi0 , which are
i=1 i k;l
passed to the global motion estimation step. These inlier features are those that give
some support for the best hypothesis, that is, i  k;l is non-zero for them.

( )

( )

Global motion estimation In order to compute interframe motion, we assume that the
motion of any inlier feature Fi0
pi ; di ; C i is a realization of the random vector

=(

)
di = H [pi ℄ +  i ,

(6)

 is the true motion, and  i is the observation noise with E ( i ) = 0 and
(i Ti ) = C i . Observations of feature motions are assumed to be independent. The

where
E

best linear unbiased estimator for the motion is

^ = (H T W H ) 1 H T W d,
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where d is the vector of motion observations composed of di , W is the inverse of the
block-diagonal matrix composed of C i , and the observation matrix H is composed
of H pi . Uncertainties associated with feature motions can be represented with the
covariance matrix

[ ℄

C ^ = (H T W H ) 1 .

(8)

Using a matrix decomposition (7) and (8) are evaluated efficiently.
The motion sequences obtained are used as a feature for recognising device movements. The following section will describe how this motion information can be combined with pattern recognition techniques for more advanced interaction purposes like
recognising gestures.

3 Sequence Classification
Here we will present a more formal definition of the classification problem. We have
a set of classes fCl1 ; Cl2 ; : : : ClN g and a sequence of data X
fx1 ; x2 ; : : : xT g. In
our case X is a set of motion trajectory coordinates given by the motion estimator 
described in Section 2. Statistical modelling is the process of creating a probability
density function p X jClk in the feature space of X . This function is approximated by
a set of models fM1 ; M2 ; : : : MN g corresponding to each of the classes. The task of
sequence classification based on statistical modelling is to assign the data sequence X
to one particular class Clk . Bayes rule is used to select the most probable class by,

=

(

^

)

k

= argmax
p(X jMk )P (Mk ):
k

(9)

( )

where k is the class, Mk is the model trained for class k and P Mk is the prior probability of the class k which is uniform in our case.
3.1 Hidden Markov Models
In order to perform the classification we must select an appropriate method of modelling the data sequences. The most common method currently used to model sequences
of data are Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [12]. An HMM is a statistical model capable of representing temporal relations in sequences of data. The data is characterised
as a parametric stochastic process and the parameters of this process are automatically
estimated from the data. The data sequence is factorised over time by a series of hidden
states and emissions from these states. The transition between states is probabilistic and
depends only on the previous state. In our case the continuous emission probability from
each state is modelled using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) [12]. The topology of
an HMM can be specified in a transition probability matrix A and an initial state probability vector  . HMM training can be carried out using the Expectation-Maximisation
(EM) algorithm [2] and sequence decoding using the Viterbi algorithm [17].
HMMs have been used successfully in many different sequence recognition applications. In speech recognition HMMs are the most common method of modelling, where
they are used to model phonemes, words and also sentences [12] [8]. In the field of
handwriting recognition HMMs have also been applied with successful results [7]. In
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this case HMMs are used to model sequences of pen strokes that form letters and also
sequences of letters that form words. HMMs have also been used in the task of video annotation, for example tennis stroke recognition [11] and also the segmentation of soccer
into play and non-play sequences [1].

4 System overview
The system we propose here uses HMMs, described in Section 3, to model the motion features described in Section 2. These models are then used to classify motion
sequences that are input from the user. This initial result is then filtered in order to reject any possibly incorrect commands before they can be executed. The methods used
for filtering the results are described in the next section. An overview of the system is
shown in Figure 2. In order to ensure a minimum number of incorrect classifications we
filter the results of the classification for each sequence. This is done using two criteria:
the first is the log-likelihood ratio of the most likely class and the second most likely
class and the second is the entropy of the sequence.

Hand motions

Data sequence X =

f

x 1 ; x2 ; : : : x

Feature extraction

T

HMMs

Likelihood of each model p(Mk
Entropy

Rejected

g
j

X)

Likelihood ratio threshold

Rejected
Classification result
Fig. 2. An overview of the proposed system.

Likelihood ratio Recall from Section 3 that we have a set of classes fCl1 ; Cl2 ; : : : ClN g
and a sequence of data X fx1 ; x2 ; : : : xT g the class with the highest likelihood given
X is denoted by Cla and the class with the second highest likelihood given X is denoted
by Clb . The log-likelihood ratio Æ for a particular sequence is given by

=

Æ

(

= log(p(ClajX ))

( ( j ))

log p Clb X ;

)

(10)

where p CljX is the likelihood of the class Cl given the data sequence X .
In our experiments we use two threshold values for Æ . The first , Æhard , is a hard decision and any sequence with a log-likelihood ratio below this threshold is rejected. The
second, Æsof t is a soft decision, for any sequence where Æhard < Æ < Æsof t the entropy
of the sequence is used as an addition indicator of the quality of the classification.
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Entropy The Information (or Shannon) Entropy is a measure of the randomness of a
probability distribution of a random variable y and is given by [15]
H

=

K

S
X
s=1

( )

( )

P ys log2 P ys ;

(11)

( )

where P ys is the probability of y , S is the number of samples and K is a constant. In
our case we take the first derivative of the motion trajectory X , this gives us the velocity
of the motion. This continuous velocity sequence is quantised into a histogram and we
calculate the entropy of the entries in this histogram, so the random variable y is the
size of the histogram bins.
A sequence with a larger entropy has a larger degree of randomness. This measure
of entropy is used as a method of filtering the final classification result. Our hypothesis
here is that well formed signs will have a more constant velocity, and so a lower entropy,
than random or poorly formed signs. In our experiments we have included a number of
sequences where the user has either deliberately made a bad sign or has just moved
the phone at random. These sequences are used to test the case where the system may
be unintentionally turned on by the user or the user loses control of the phone whilst
making a sign. The mean of the entropy of “bad” sequences in the validation set is 0.88
with standard deviation of 0.11, while the mean and standard deviation of the “good”
sequences is 0.58 and 0.13 respectively.
Those sequences with a log likelihood ratio, Æ , satisfying Æhard < Æ < Æsof t are
classified according to their entropy. Any sequences with an entropy higher than a predetermined threshold are rejected as potentially incorrect. This entropy threshold Hth
is set on the validation set as described in the next section.

5 Experiments
In order to validate the technique described here a hypothetical control system of mobile phone functions was devised. In this system a series of control commands was
proposed. These commands are composed of seven simple elements based on seven
different motions. These seven elements are shown in Table 1. Using these basic elements alone the system would be limited to seven different commands, so in order to
provide a greater number of commands more complex commands are constructed from
these motion elements. These complex commands are used for our recognition experiments and are shown in Table 2. Although we have used 11 complex commands this
could easily extended to a larger number of commands.
Data and experimental procedure The experimental data was collected from 35 subjects. Each subject was asked to draw each of the commands in Table 2 five times using
a standard camera equipped mobile phone, a Nokia N90. The majority of subjects had
no previous experience in performing this task. There was considerable variability of
the sequences both between subjects and also between different attempts from the same
subject, this can be seen in Figure 3. In addition to these subjects 30 random sequences
were collected. These sequences were produced by moving the camera in a random
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Element

!
"
#
.
&

Type of motion
Left horizontal
Right horizontal
Up vertical
Down vertical
Left diagonal
Right diagonal
Anti-clockwise circle

Table 1. Seven basic motion elements

Name Command
Com1
Com2
Com3
Com4
Com5
Com6
Com7
Com8
Com9
Com10
Com11
Table 2. Eleven complex commands constructed from the seven basic motions

.&
.&
"!
"
#!
#
"!
"
#!
#

way. These random or “bad” sequences were included in the data to test the system’s
performance with input cause by accidental activation of the camera or the user losing
control of the phone whilst making a sign.
The subjects were randomly divided into training, validation and test sets. There
were 20 subjects in the training set, 5 subjects in the validation set and 10 subjects in
the test set. Additionally 10 “bad” sequences were added to the validation set and 20
to the test set. Giving a total of 1100, 285 and 570 sequences in the training, validation
and testing sets respectively.
It must be emphasised again that there was no overlap of subjects between these
three sets. The training set was used to train the parameters of the HMMs. The validation set was used set the hyper-paramters of the individual models, such as the number
of Gaussians in the GMMs, that model the state distributions of the HMMs, and the
number of states in the HMMs. The validation set was also used to set the hard threshold, Æhard and the soft threshold Æsof t . In addition the entropy threshold Hth was set
by using the validation set. The values of these parameters was; Number of states = 11,
Number of Gaussians = 10, Æhard
, Æsof t
and Hth
: .

=5

= 30

= 0 72

Results and discussion The results of running the system on the 570 test sequences
are shown in Table 3. It can be seen from these results that only 5 sequences are incorrectly classified, while 27 sequences that would have produced an incorrect result
were rejected by the system. These rejected sequences included all of the 20 deliberately bad sequences. It is particularly interesting that 13 of these bad sequences were
rejected using the entropy criteria. This result confirms that the higher entropy of the
bad sequences observed in the validation set can be generalised to the bad sequences in
the test set.

6 Conclusions
We have presented here a system that combines motion features and statistical sequence
modelling to classify the hand movements of a user in order to control a mobile phone.
In addition to this we introduced two methods of filtering the result of this classification,
likelihood ratio and entropy, making the system more robust to the presence of random
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Subject A attempt 1

Subject A attempt 2
50
y coordinate [pixels]

y coordinate [pixels]

50

0

−50

−100

−150
−200

−150

−100
−50
0
x coordinate [pixels]

0
−50
−100
−150
−200
−250
−400

50

Subject B attempt 1

100

50
y coordinate [pixels]

y coordinate [pixels]

−200 −100
0
x coordinate [pixels]
Subject B attempt 2

50

0

−50

−100

−150
−250

−300

−200

−150 −100
−50
x coordinate [pixels]

0

0

−50

−100

−150
−200

−150
−100
−50
x coordinate [pixels]

0

#

Fig. 3. The sequence
performed by two different users. Each row shows two attempts of
the same sign from a single user. This shows both the intra-user and inter-user variability of the
data.
Command Correct Correct rejected Incorrect rejected Incorrect
Com1
50
0
0
0
Com2
47
2
0
1
Com3
46
4
0
0
Com4
49
0
1
0
Com5
50
0
0
0
Com6
48
0
2
0
Com7
50
0
0
0
Com8
47
0
1
2
Com9
46
1
1
2
Com10
48
0
2
0
Com11
50
0
0
0
Bad seq
0
20
0
0
Total
531
27
7
5
Table 3. Results of testing on 570 sequence of which 20 were intentionally bad. It should be
noted that of 570 sequences only 5 were finally incorrectly classified.

or bad sequences. It is clear from the results shown in Section 5 that this method of
using entropy as an indicator of badly formed sequences is able to filter out all such
sequences from the final result.
The robustness of the system means that no adjustment of parameters is necessary
for a new user. Aside from its accuracy and robustness another important feature of this
system is that it can be installed on an existing phone equiped with a camera. While
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other motion based systems may produce comparable results they require specific hardware to be fitted to the phone, whereas our system is implemented entirely in software.
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